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INTRODUCTION 
The publi shed literature on terrorism is ex tensive, yet full literature reviews on the topic are rnre 
because the field is 1\0 broad. In thei r terrorism literature review. Lum, Kennedy. and Sherley 
(2003) used more than 17 lihrary databases to identify 14,006 articles published between 1975 
and 2002.1ess than half of which (6,041) were found in peer-reviewed journals. An examination 
of these by year revealed th:n a full 54% of the articles had been published in 2001 and 2002. 
illustrating the impact of 9/1 1 on this area of work. Moreover, the authors found that the vast 
mHjority or published work related to terrori sm was not empirical. Ninety-six percent of U1is 
literature consisted of what arc referred to us thought pieces: theoretical, phi losophical, or 
opinion pieces that often focused on the politjcal, socioeconomic, and psychological factors 
related to terrorism. The conclusions drawn in thought pieces may or may not include 
recommendations for decision makers. Of the remainder, I% were case studies and 3% were 
classified as empi rical works. Usi11g a broad definition, these included any Rrticles wi th any type 
of reporting or analysis of collected data. In fact, the dearth of empirical work in terrorism 
literature has also been noted by others (Brandon & Silke. 2007; Damphousse & Smith, 2004). 

Despite the vast terrorism literature and variety of related topics covered, AIR's work focused on 
a specilic goal: to idcntjfy, validate, and opti mize ind icators of suicide attack. For our purposes, 
we were interested in behav ioral indicators of imminent suicide auack. We have tennec.l these 
"pre-incident indicators," operationalizing them as "those observable behaviors or physical 
descriptions exhibited by an individual suicide attacker during the operational phase of Rn 
attack." This work was part of Project Hostile Intent (PHT; 2005-20 II ), funded by the 
Department of Homeland Security Science and Technology Directorate (DHS S&T) and the US 
Naval Research Laboratory (NRL). 

As an initial step, AIR conducted a literature search on behavioral indicators of suicide attack in 
2009. Then, in 20 10, we analyzed these data and presented findings in the form of two reports. 
For the li rst report, AJR sorted the descriptions of attacker behavior (also referred to here as "the 
raw data") into conceptual categories that were purely behaviorally based and developed from 
the data themselves (Mullaney, Matheson, & Cost igan, 20 I 0). For the second, AIR sorted and 
analyzed these same raw data, mapping them to the suspicious indicators on the SPOT Referral 
Report (Mullaney, Matheson, & Costigan, 2009). The Iauer provided support for many of the 
SPOT items. 

Following the 2009 and 201 0 repol'ls, the AtR team engaged in another effort to identi l'y and 
operationalize indicators of suicide attack. We designed and conducted more than 50 interviews 
with subject matter experts (SMEs) and eyewitnesses to suicide attack in the United States and 
Israel. Results of these studies prov ided additional insights into the behavior of suicide allackers, 
sul:h as tht' co-occurrence or particular behaviors and possible behavioral prototypes of suidde 
anackcrs. These findings, along with those from the original literature reviews, are relevant and 
greatly inform our current worlc 
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The current report is an update to the original literature reviews on indicator!> of suicide allack. 
This effon includes updated searches1 as well as a reanalysis and rt:categorization of the raw datu 
(that is, behavioral descriptions gathered during the 2009 search). The reanalysis reflects 
expertise that Affi staff have gained since early 2010, particularly from interviews with SMEs 
and eyewitnesses to suicide attacks. ln addition, we consider recent efforts by the SPOT Program 
to document and refine indicator descriptions for inclusion in Behavior Detection Officer (BDO) 
training in our ana lysis and presentation of tindings. 

As such, the goal ~> of the present effort are threefold: 

I. Determine the current state of knowledge about observable indicators of suicide attackers 
just prior to detonation (pre-incident indicators). 

2. Explore the cxteot to which indicators in the SPOT Referral Report2 (Version 4.0; revised 
23 February 2009) are associated with suicide attackers as reported in the existing 
literature. 

3. Gather information to ·upport concrete. operational definitions of identified pre-incident 
indicators and indicator-specific exemplars. 

In this report. we describe the methods employed and the t'esults, and discuss key findings. 

METHODOLOGY 
Ahhough the general literature on -uicide attackers is extensive. the goal of this review is to 
update information on pre-incident indicators of suicide attackers we presented in two earlier 
reports. Ba1ietl on previous seardt efforts, we 1:11Hicipatcd that it would be dirlicultto find nulter.ial 
relevant to this topic, particul>~rly in peer-reviewed academic journals. To ensun.: th<tt our search 
yielded the full range of relevant ru1d available open-source information, we fo llowed t.he same 
search stralegy used for the previous effort, including the same broad nmge of search terms, 
sources (e.g., academic, applied), <U1d setu·ch engines. We restricted the time period to January 
20 l 0 through Mnrch 201 3 to prevent ~my overlap with previous findi ngs. 

This section provide details of our search trategy along with decision rules used to guide the 
searches and ensure consistency. We also llescribc our dHta extraction and coding procedures. 

1 Updmcd searches were conduc1cd for muterinl published from 2010 to 2013. As mentioned. I he C~rigina l vcr~ionHlf 
the litemture review were ~ubmillc:d to lhe Government in20JU. antl lhe r;~w data wen: gathered <.lurmg 2009 ~ Ttus 
documcnl reference~ the SPOT Referral Report (Vrr~i\111 4.0: rcvi~cd 23 Fel)ruary 200CJ) unles~ olherwi~c noted. 
Prior to suhmh,sion nf 1h1S repmt. I he SPOT Program negan using a newer version of I he instrument (Versl(ln ::1.(): 
tllv • ~ed 09 AJll'll 20 IJ). tliiWCVCI\ hccausc orcrulumul dat;J 111this rc;Ululys•s span front lO I 0 11truugh 20'12, ;tJtd 
therefore eorrc~ond 10 thr previous version of I he SPOT Referral Rcpnrl, we reference the previous version 
( Ver~iun -tO). Despite the rccentrevl~ion .. the coment of 1he ~creening Instrument (i.e., 1he smptcluus indicators) i'o1· 
t hellli[Jsccl ion~ of primnry intcrestlo lhis rcpor1 rcmoin lnr~cly unchanged. 
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Last, we present the methodology used to conduct the reanalysis and recategorization of the data 
collected duri11g UIC literature search. 

Overview of Search Strategy 
For the current literature review, we mJopted the same search strutegy and decision ru le~ 

developed for the search conducted in 2009. These included an array of sem·ch terms, li terature 
sources, and .search engines to comprehensively cover the literature on pre-incident indicators of 
su icicle allackers. To that end, we did 1he following: 

• Conducted sem·ches using broad terms related to pre-inc·ident indicators and suicide 
attackers followed by searchc1. with more specific terms. including those that focused 
on the indicators identified in the SPOT Referral Report. 

• Accessed informution from a variety of sources. Specifically, our seMch incluucd 
both the academjc literature and wri tings found in more applied settings, such as 
police !Taining materials and public awareness campaigns, where familiarity with 
preincidcnt indicators is e!>sential to public safety. law enforcement, and personnel 
security. 

• Conducted ancillary searches intendetl to target potential ly relevant source material 
that may or may not have been identitied t11rough the other se~u·ches. 

In addition to identifying new indicators pubLished ince the previous seru·ch. we have taken a 
second approach to this update. This approach foUows on what we did for the first report 
(submitted in 2009), where we categoriled the raw datu without reference to SPOT. For this 
U)>dated review. we conducted a reanalysis and rccatcgorization of the previously identified dutu. 
The rationaJe for this approach is twofold. Pirst, we apply knowledge gained from the previous 
literature reviews as well as the aforementioned interviews with SMEs and eyewitnesses to 
suicide attuck in the United States and Israel. Results of these studies provided insight's into the 
behavior of suicide auackers and infom1ed our development of potential prototypes of ~:tlacker 

behavior. Applying these findings for the current work. we developed a ti·amework to reanalyze 
the raw data Ulling an a priori approach. Second, since the 2010 submission. subsequeni changes 
in the BOO training model provide an opportunity for AIR to ex tract additional information from 
the raw data. This information can be a valuable addition to training content that wi ll further 
SPOT Program standardization and inJorm BDO performance goals. 

Search Engines and Sources 
We used an a:Tay of online reference systems to conduct tJ1e updated literature review. As 
ex pected. relatively few articles and references to pre-inciuent indicators of suicide att<lckers 
were found in academic soLu·ces. Tlle majority of !tits were found through an open-source 
internet search using Ooogle. Appendix A contains a complete li st of the search engines and 
sources used for the literature review. 
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Academic Sources 

We used several well-e:-t:lblished online reference systems to identify existing academic research 
on suicide attackers, including EBSCO, JSTOR, Lexis Nexis, and Coogle Scholar. These onli ne 
reference !>ystems were thl! same ones used for th~.: previous literature review. The current 
literature review, however, restricted searches for these systems to the 20 10 to March 2013 tirne 
pe1iod. 

Applied Sources 

The maJority of relevant materials jdentiticd rhrough the I iteruture review came from 
internetbased Google searches. The following primary categ01ies of material were identitied 
through these searches: 

• Articles (most from news sources) 
• PowcrPoint presentations (from govcmrncn t sources and other experts) 
• Wcbsites 
• Slogs (often of news reporters or security experts) 
• Brochures, manuals, haJtdbooks, or training documents (from law enforcemem, 

government. etc.) 

Although internet searches provide access to incredible amounts of information, it is often not 
possible to evaluate the credibility of Lhe sources due to a paucity of infoml<ttion about source 
owners (such as in the case or some blogs or websites) or authors (in the case of PowerPoint 
presentations and other training materials available on the internet). This inabil ity to va lidate the 
authors ' credentials and expertise is a limitation ofrhe previous literature review. We attempted 
to address this limitation by reviewing each reference :~nd making a. general assessment of the 
author' s credibili ty. Two researchers2 independently analyzed each source and met. along with 
the Project Director, to reach a consensus on whether or not to retain each source. We 
clctenninetl a source to be credible if we were able to ascertain that the author had a backgrountl 
in terrorism research. security, lnw enforcement. journalism, or other creclcntiah that appeared 
relevant to sharing information about suicide attackers. Another marker of credibility was if the 
information was contained in a published article or book; disseminated in a trade newsletler, 
guide, or training tlocumenL; or published by a newspaper. Our goal wa~ to retain HS many 
references as possible and identify and eliminate those which were most likely to contain content 
of questionable quality (e.g., from some blogs. websires. and PowerPoint presentations). In the 
ertcl. we eli.mjnated L2 of 169 reference:., primarily from blogs and websi tes. 

1 Ful' llus cffu1l. a tc:un of two n:st:tuchcn. J'ron1 ALR (ullc lit !he Ph.D. level aull an01hcr llltltc B.A. level), both with 
expertise in Cllnducring titernture reviews and one wilh expertise in behuvillntl coding. revicwcll rhc ~tllll'ces 10 osscs~ 

credibility. They I hen met wilh lhe Projecl Director to reach consen~w,. 
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This process was not repeated for the current literature review. as new (that is, unique) indicators 
were not identified in the litt:rutun:. 

Ancillary Search 

In addition to the aforementioned searches, during our previous literature review we conducted a 
search for uews slorie!. pertaining to 32 actual suicide attack incitlcnts using tbc news-based 
search engine, Nexis. Thirty-one of the incidents occurred in Tsrac l t~nd one occurred in China 
(see Appendix B for a list of suicide <~ttack incidents included in the anci llary search). The goal 
of the search was to identify additional eyewitness or fiJ·sthand accounts of actual suicide attack 
incidents. because these types of account~ were not common in the academic and applied 
searches. However. this search was not intended to be comprehensive or representative. Such an 
effort would be outside the scope of this review 

We initially ident ified the incidents that formed the basis of this seat·ch by reviewing two suicide 
aual:k incident databases to which we had access as part or prior work for the US Department of 
Defense (DoD) and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS). The databases containetl tt 
brief description of suicide attack incidents, including date and location. We selected incidents 
fo r inclusion if the descriplions mentioned or implied the existence of a witness or witJli:!Sses. 
Please note that this ancillary search, which is outside the scope of Lhc current review, was 
intended neither to comprehensively explore all, or even most, suicide attacks, nor to identify 
additional indicators beyond those found in lists. because such a claim would not be possible on 
the basis of one incident or a nOJH ,epresentativc sample of them. Rather, it was conducted to 
detem1ine whether indicators extracted from lists were similarly nmcd in incident accounts, and 
to identify possible candjdates for new indicators that m1ghr be associated with innovation or 
other related shi ft. in attacker behaviur. This incident se<u·ch included the fo llowing llteps: 

• We se<trched the Nexis datahase for articles ahout the inciuent thm were released up until 
a week after the event. 

• The one-week search duration was extended for incidt:nls when no relevant hits emergell. 
First. we cxtentled Lhe search to the end of the calendar year in which the •ncident 
occurred. If that still did not result in any hirs, we searched for ''all dates available.'' 

• The incitlent search focused on three specific sources: Jerusalem Post, BBC News, and 
Associated Press. These sources were targeted because they arc credible and tend to 
widely cover news related to suicide attacks. 

W c did not sec any new data in these accounts that could be potentially associated with some 
innovation or shift in attacker behavior. However, we did identify a number of indicators in these 
incident reports that were nlso seen on lists and in other source materials. 
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Search Terms 

In 2009 us well as for the current elfforl, we began the search of a~ademi~. intelligence/military, 
and applied sources with broad search term:; (e.g., suicide bomber). Although such broad 
searches tended lo result in an unmanageable amount of litcralurc (often thousands of hits), they 
allowed u~ to quickly u~cc~s gcnerallireralure on the Lopit:. Typically, the fi 1·st four or five pages 
of these searches included relevant information and, after that number of hits, the review of 
returns was tenninatcd. Following the general searches, we employed slightly different search 
terms and strategies lo review academic journals, intelligence and military journals. and applied 
sources (i.e., Google-based internet searche.;;). This deviation in approach was in response to rhe 
amount and nature of information available in academic versus applied sources. For example, 
internet searches requireu more specific search terms because the results from the general 
searches were unmanageable. This section describes our approach to identifying and applying 
appropriuLe search terms for euch of the searches. Appendix C contains a complete list or search 
terms used with the academic, intelligence/military, and applied sources. 

Academic Journals 

ln an effort to uncover peer-reviewed literature pertaining to pre-incident indicators of suicide 
attackers, we began our current search with academic journals. The initial academic searches 
focused on a list of broad terms or ptu·ases related to the topic. The following terms are 
representative of those used within the academic search engines: "suicide bomber," "bombers" 
and "suicide attack." 

In 2010, we learned that many of these broad terms resulted in an excessive number of hits, and 
these hits tended to focus on overall analyses of terrorism or suicide attackers rather than on 
speci fic pre-incident indicators. Therefore, we narrowed the search by adding slightly more 
specific terms to help limit the search to the most pertinent infonnarion (e.g., changing rhe search 
terms from simply "suicide bomber" to ·•suicide bomber AND behavior"). These modified 
se<trches resulted in a searchable number of hits, although for the most part, they did not result in 
a substantial number of relevant finds. This proved to be the case i111 201 3 as well. 

Intelligence and Military Journals 

As with the academic j<Jurnals, the search of intelligence and milit<u·y journals that was done for 
the previous literature review began wilh broad search rerms. These broad term" produced a 
manageable list of results; therefore, il was not necessary to narrow the search of these journals 
in any way. The tlu·ce scurt:b tcnns used for these sources were "suicide bomber," "bombers," 
and "suicide attack." 

Applied Sources 

Owing to the sheer quantity of information available Llu·ough Google, we recognized a need to 
conduct spccilic, targeted searches to manage the information load. Therefore, in addition to 
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using general search terms. we also searched with more specific search strings, such as "suicide 
bomber and fac ial characteristics,'' "suicide bomber ami dcmeanor,'' ' 'suicide bomber and 
mannerisms:· and "suicide bomber and counterterrorism.'' Further. wo conducted targeted 
searches for the indicmors listed in the SPOT Referral Report, which arc designed to assess 
stress, fear, and deception. We focused on Section 2 indicators because they represent indicators 
that are observable when an individu<il is approaching a checkpoint or screening area. The 
targeted scarche · were critical to support the goals of ( l) documenting whether, and to what 
extent, the SPOT indicators are identitiecl in the literature associated with suicide attackers and 
(2) gathering information ru support operational definitions of these indicator~ . 

Search Decision Rules 
For the currem searches, we applied a variety of decision rules ro manage the search and ensure 
consistency with what was done previously. SpecificaJJy, we did the following: 

• Terminated a search of a particular keyword and variations after 1./2 hour if we obtained 
no hits. 

• Tetminated a producti ve seard1 (i.e., one that included relevant hi rs) after reviewing five 
pages of results thal included nothing relevant. Search results arc sorted by relevance and 
this cut off cotTesponded with a mnrked decrease in the usefulness of hits. 

• lniiiated searches with general search tem1s and added specifici ty to the searches when 
warranted (i.e .. if the general ~earch included an unmanageable number of hits). 

Data Extraction 
Duta cx tructcd fwm the liLC.:ruturc tonsistcd of any bchuviur or uppca.rallcc indicators that would 
be observable during the operational phase of a suicide nttHck or in the period of time just prior 
ro detonation. In the present analysis, as with A lR 's previous work in this area, these have been 
termed "pre-incident indicators'' and opcrationalized as "those observable behnviors or physical 
desl:riptions exhi bited by <tn individual suicide attacker during the operational phase or an 
attack.'' 

We nl. o incluued a few sources that describe pre-incident indicators with a longer lead time, 
wl1ich could be considered part of the planning. or !>urveillancc phase. These were included 
whenever it was thought that one or more of these indicators could be useful to security 
personnel because such indicators are likely to be observable at or near security checkpoints nnd 
personnel.' Other related indicatorl'l lhat fall outside this observable window of time/location. and 

• Wllh r~spcct to SPOT c:ucgorilath>n. there i~ al.~o some ovcrlnp with Section 6. Possible Surveillance Activity. on 
the current SPOT Rcferrul Repon (Vcrsion J.O: rcvi~cd 09 April2013). For u more in-depth discussi<m. sec Rele~va11t 
l11{nrmatirm Out.l'ide nj tire Scnpe nfthe CurrPIII Revit•w section he low. 
· · Seu:itiss 5 nn•ity l•l'111tt :lisa flii!iii J 
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therefore are not inclutled in the present review. are indicators centered on recruitment, seledion, 
training. operational plunning, and other pre-operation activities such us religious or ritualistic 
actions undenakcn by the tciTorist him/herself. Excluded were those appearance descriptions that 
would be considered demographic al'tribmes of an individual or group of individuals (e.g .. 
ethnicity, gender, age). 

The process involved extrncting the indicator informHtion from ench source and placing it into a 
master l'prcadsheer for further examination and analysis. Each separate word or phrase refiecting 
an indicator was placed on a different line in the spreadsheet. These extractions are designated 
·•raw data" or "line items.'' In addition lo the verbatim tex t in each line item, I he spreadsheet 
d(lcumentud whether the infl)rmution came from an actual !iuicidc attack incident or from lists t)r 
other non-incident information about suicide att.ackers. 

Data Coding 

Raw data were coded in two ways for the purpose of this review: with reference to SPOT and 
inJependeol of SPOT. For the former, the research team used the suspicious indicators from the 
SPOT Referral Report (again. Version 4.0; revised 23 February 2009) as couing categories, onto 
which line items were mapped. Second, we also sorted Lhe same lin~ items into conceptuaJ 
groups, developing our own coding categories based on the descriptive information found in Lhe 
rnw data and our knowledge of the behavior of suicide attackers. gained since 2010. These two 
approaches are explained below. 

SPOT Categorization4 

The SPOT-spccilic categorizat ion of the raw data wus contlucteu in 2009. As mentioned above, 
this catego rization was not redone in 2013 because the search did not yield new unique 
indicators. As pan of the previous effort, two researchers worked in a spreadsheet that included 
tbc raw data and columns for assigning codes to each li ne item. Here, they assigned codes to 
each piece of r:1w data, mHrking it a!' either renecting suspicious indicators on rhe SPOT Refenul 
Report (including items on tbe Possible Suicide Bomber T ndicator list) or other as not contained 
on the SPOT Referral Report. Eighty different coding categories were used to sort the data from 
the literature review. Each coding category was represented by a numerical idcnti ficr or "code." 
Coding w<~s conducted jointly by two researchers who applied a set of decision rules r.o guide 
them and reached a con ensus before assigning a code to each line item. Some line items 
received multiple codes, either bccau~e the ex tracted text contained two separate behaviors or 
bc~.:uuse it rcnected multiple coding cutegories. Therefore, the total number of codes assigned to 
the raw data exceeds the total number of line items of raw data extracted from the liternture. The 

1 A~ melllioot:J previously. this report references the SPOT Referral Report (Version 4.0: revised 23 February 2009) 
unless o1hcrwisc noted. Pf'ior to subml~sion of I his report. the SPOT Program began using a rcviRcu inmumcnt 
(Version 3.0; revised 09 April 20 13). However. because operational data included in I his reanalysis spans 201020 12 
<tnJ 1berelore correspunus to I he previous versiOn of 1hc SPOT Referral Report. we reference Vcnlun 4.0. 
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resulting spreadsheet was used ro generate the results provided in the next section. See Appendix 
D for a detttilcd description of daLa cooing procedures and decision rule:. for the SPOT 
categorization; Appendix E for a li st of SPOT coding categories: and Appendix G for raw data 
with associated SPOT categories. 

Updated Analyses and Recategorization of Data Independent of SPOT 

As mentioned, part of the updated review wru; a recatcgorization of the raw data gathered f'or Lhc 
previous literature review. For the current effort. u team of two researchers with expertise in 
suicide attacker behaviors ( 13 years and 5 years), both of whom were involved in the prior 
literature review, carried out this reanalysis. First, the researchers discussed and refined the 
conceptual framework to be used for categorizing the data. They conducted an initial review of 
the raw data. previously organized into 92 conceptual categories, or "indicators,'' and sorted 
those 92 indicators by framework component, classifying them a. evidence of the presence of an 
e~plosive, the suicide auacker's operational tradecran (that is, his/her plan or mission). or his/her 
reaction to conducting the attack. Once separated inlo the three components, they independently 
examined the ruw dota or " li ne items" as categorized during the previous review, taking notes on 
any categories that might be split or combined and/or any line items that should be moved. The 
team proceeded together and used a convergence appmach for the rollowing steps: 

• Splitting categorie.\'. We determjned whether or not ull line items li:.tcd under a specific 
category label represented a single, unitar construct. In instances where lbis did occur. 
we left rhe Une items as a single grouping (b)(3)'49 usc § 114(r) Elsewhere, we 
split the category and reassigned its line items accordingly so that ultimately each 
grouping. regardless of the number of line items it comprised. represented a unitary 
construct. 

• Combining categorie,\". We combined the raw data under multiple category labels when, 
upon reexamination. we determined that the behavioral descriptions pertained 10 a single 
construe!. 

• Rewording category labels. In all instances. we ah o considered the wording or category 
labels. We changed the majority of label names, making these more concise. Extraneous 
words such as "appears" or "seems" were eliminated. as were examples or other 
elaboration on the core concept expressed.5 The revised label names arc not intended to 
be comprehensive but arc instead meant to serve as memory cues for BDOs. (Tn the 
01iginal effort !'hat yielded 92 categories, descriptive information was included in the 

r )(3)·49 u. c § 114(') 
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labels. This approach was more consistent with the approach to the labeling of the 
suspicious indicators on Lhe SPOT Rcfenal Report. where UJe label necessarily had to 
cotlvcy more detailed information.) 

• Deletiug duplicate items. We deleted duplicate line items left in as part of the previous 
content analysis. This was done to preserve the original data because the research team 
was unsure as to the significance or the reoccurrence of such exact wording duplicates 
found across multiple sources (e.g., l/b)(3):49 u.s .c. § '·J4(r) I was captured several times). 
Because we came to believe that the repetition of particular behaviors did not reflect that 
it occu1Ted more often among bomber. and was more likely an artifact or the 
disseminatil)l1 und rc-disseminution of the same li ~ ts among members of law enforcement 
and other operational sellings. such duplicates were not worth preserving. However. we 
deleted only exact wording duplicates. not semarllic duplicalcs. because it would requiJc 
too much of a judgment call and would result in no value added for the time spent. As 
with exact duplic;Hcs, the upparcnt number of semantic dupl icalcs is not seen a.'i 
indicative of the importance of or frequency of a given indicator. 

RESULTS 

Our literature search resulted iJ1 the identification of l57 documents. pcnajning. to the preincidcnl 
indicators of suicide attackers. These documents contained a totnl of 1.218 line items. or sep;u·ate 
pieces of data. extracted from the 11terature.6 The vast majority of information was Found llll'ougb 
Google searches and included lists of :.imilar (or identical) indicators. Further. many or the 
sources included training materials. trade media. and security consultation materials that 
appeared to be driven by the urgen1 need of security, law enforcement. and first responder 
personnel for methods to identify potential suicide attackers. The academic literature focused 
primarily on psychnlogical, bociologicnl and motivational factors relating to suicide attackerN. 
Most tended to be broad. analytic reports of ten ori srn or suicide attackers or brier repons that a 
suicide attack has occurred. but no eyewitness accounts or descriptions of indicators. 

These dt~tu have been organized and analy~cd in two ways, both of which are presented here. 
First, under Resttlrs: Examining brdicntor.\' with R11,{erence to SPOT, we present results as they 
relate to the suspiciou!> indicators from the SPOT Referral Report. Second, under Results: 
Exa111iniug lndiccllors Independent of SPOT, we present results from the analysis and 
rccatcgorization of raw data, with label names developed from the bchaviorul dcsc•·iptions in the 
data and independent of SPOT. 

0 Our search of the theralllre in 201 3 did not yield any new or unique suidde bomber 1ndicaLOrs. We lherefore did nm 
mnk.t: any changes (i.e .. addit ion~ or deletion~) to tht: mw dutu gathered mill unalyzcd for the 2009 und 2010 l'l.lf'Orlb. 
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Results: Examining Indicators with Reference to SPOT 

The literature search yielded a tota l or I ,218 line items. These line items were mapped to the 
suspicious indicators on the SPOT Referral Report (29 of these were uncodable and therefore not 
used in subsequent analyses). A total of I ,491 codes were assigned to these line items, and they 
Wl!rc assigned to 80 categories. Throughout this report and its appendices, suspicious indicators 
from the SPOT Referral Report are listed with a corresponding numerical code. These codes 
were used as unique identifiers for these indicators throughout the analysis. We have included 
them in the report to help the reader move between text and exhibits in the body of the report and 
in the appendices. 

The~ most frequently used coded categories (see Appendix P for the full list) follow: 
rb}(3):49 u .s .c § 114(r} 

Literature Related to SPOT Items 

A11 explicit goal of the updated literature revit:w was to ascertain tht: ex tent to which ~he items 
listed in Section 2 of the SPOT Referral Report, which urc designed to assess s trcs~. fear. and 
deception, arc associated with indicators of suicide attackers as reported in the existing literature. 
The SPOT Referral Report was designed specifical ly LO assist in the identilication or suspicious 
persons within an airport setting. ln contrast, our literature review focused on suicide attacker 
pre-incident indicators across the full mngc of possible targets and venues. Therefore, finding 
evidence of the SPOT items in the broader-focused literarure not only would provide additional 
ve:i lication of these indicators but may also suggest that specific SPOT indicators may be 
generalizable across a variety or suicide attack si tuations ver ·us those situations speci fie to 
airport security. 
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We supported this analysis by conducting targeted searches for each item listed in Section 2 of 
the SPOT Referral Report. The focus on Section 2 items (which arc observed as an individual 
approaches a checkpoint or screening area) reflects the goal of idcnri fy ing pre-incident indicators 
of suicide attackers. Appendix G presents all of the r~tw data organized under their associated 
items from the SPOT Referral Repo11. 

Findings j()r the SPOT Analysis: Section 2 

The existing literature on pre-incident indicators includes indicators associated with each of the 
overarchi ng SPOT factors located in Section 2 of the SPOT Referral Report tress. f ear, and 
Deception. Specifically, we extracted 747 line items from the literature that were associatetl with 
Section 2 items. A total of 83 1 codes were assigned to these line i tem~. 

Ex.,hibit t contains information rcg::u·ding the line items identified in the literature that were 
mapped to SPOT Section 2 items, namely. the SPOT SecLion 2 coding categories and the number 
and percentage of coded items associated with each category. 

Exhibit I: Frequency and Percentage of Coded Line Items Associated with SPOT Section 2 
Cntegory Codes 

I 

I 
Percent of I 

Coded Coded line 
Line Items within 
Item Section 2 Percent of 

Code 
1 

SPOT Section 2 Coding Categories Count (n=831) total (n:1491) 

(b)(3):49 U.S C § 114(r) 
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Exhibit 1: Frequency and Percentage of Coded Line Items Associated with SPOT Section 2 
Category Codes (Continued ) 

1 

• ' Percent of I 

I 

Coded I Coded Line 
Line I Items within 

1 
Item 1 Section 2 Percent of 

Code SPOT Section 2 Coding Categories Count (n=831) total (n=1491) 
(b)(3):49 u.s.c. § 114(r) 
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(b)(3) 49 U.S. C. § 114(r) 

In the course of the literature review. we iclcntificd l(bl(3l49 hine item that mapped to each 
SPOT Section 2 item, with the exception of~POT items: 

1''1(3)49 u.s c. § 114(•1 

(b)(3)49 Jercent of all codes assigned to line items exu·acted from the I iterature were associated 
wit ection 2 items. 0 31 coded line items associated with Section 2 items.E1r more 
related to the following (b). tems. making them the most frequent ly mapped Section 2 items: 

(b)(3):49 U.S C. § l14(r) 

Additional Section 2 items with which a substantial number of coded line items were associated 
(r:.mging froml~~l.Pl4; .. " I lor coded line items associated with Section 2 items) fo llow: 

(b)(3):49 U.S.C. § 114(r) 

Special Note about Literature on l~~l!3l4; . l 
Tbe search for literature onl(b)(3J:49 u.s.c § 114!r} !<category 29; located in Section 2 of the 
SPOT Referral Report and on the Possible Suicide Bomber Indicator list I henceforth refcn·ed to 
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as the SB indicative behaviors!) continued to present a special challenge both during the original 
literature review and during the update. Thjs was mainly due to the overwhelming number of 
relevant hils. During the original review. we modified our search stnucgy when conducting this 
search. Specifically, we completed the first I 0 pages (i.e., I 00 hits) of the results (which were 
ordered by relevance so the most recent and relevant , terms of number of times the keyword 
a )ears were dis Ia ed toward the beginning). This strategy gave L~s an idea of recent trends in 
(b)(3J'49 u.s c § 114\r) although the results are not com rchensive. A simi lar approach was 
taken for the update. which provided some examples o (bJ(3) 49 being referenced in the 
literature. 

The most frequently cited l(b)(31'49 u 5 c § 114\rJ 
(b)(3):49 us c. § 114(r) I The a11icles pulled for thi sl!bJ(3):49 

.-u-(bl(3) 49 U S.C.§ 114(r) 

(b)(3).49 U.S C. § 114(r) Reports were found regarding female suicide allat:kers l(b)(3):49 1 
(b)t3):49 u.s.c. § 114(r) r 
(b)(3):49 u.s.c § 114(r) L Finally. there 
are reterences to l (b)(3)'49 u.s.c. § t14(r) I 
(b)(3):49 u.s.c § 114(n 

(b~(3) '49 I The maj01ity of the hils received for the search were accounts of incidents that had 
taken place or. occasiOnally, ;nc;dents that were thwarted. 

Comparison of Literature Refermcing SPOT Indicators Mapped to Section 2 Items and the 
SPOT Incident Database (2006-2012) 

To more fully explore the literature review findings, we compared of the indicators extracted 
during the literature search with the 20 12 Operational SPOT Refem1l1> databal;e. The data set 
used for this comparison was provided by the SPOT Program and contained 333,270 cases (each 
incideut report counted as a case). Data through 20 I 0 have been previously analyzed and 
reported on by AIR (Costigan. Makonnen. Taylor, Sawyer. Myers. & Toplitz. 20 II). 

As described previously, the SPOT Program is intended Lo idenli fy ''high risk'' passengers, or 
persons knowingly and intentional ly trying to defeat the security process. BOOs aim to identify 
such passengers through use of the SPOT Referral Report. The SPOT Referral Report contains a 
sel of inilicators- non-verbal, verbal. and phy~iologicul-that is thought to be assot:iuted with 
fe<1r of discovery :Uld therefore exhibited with greater frequency among high-risk tmvders. Such 
passengers may include individuals who were planning, intending, or carrying out a suicide 
attack; however, many other classes of high-risk passengers are identified and closely screened. 
These include persons who are carrying prohibited ilems, have fa lse documentations, or are 
under inve.~tigation or involved in climinal activity. Regardless, these dilta provide an interesting 
point of comparison. The findings of this exploration revealed the following: 
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• TheHb)i3J49 1 itemsl(b)(3) 49 us c.§ 114(r) 

• 

• 

(b)(3)"49 U.S.C § 114(rl l were, in order of frequency, jfbl\3) 49 u s.c § 114(rJ [ 
(b)(3)"49 u.s.c § 114(rl 

I 

""""'"'""'-----------------------------'This linding does not 
suggest that these items are not important; however, the consistency between literature 
review findings nnd the use of SPOT items in operational incidents is noteworthy. 

There may be numerous reasons for the differences between the literature lindings and the 2012 
Operational SPOT Referrals database. the most obvious of which is the fact that the database 
represents a very specific, narrowly defined population (i.e., US air-traveling pubic) and lhe 
literature findi ngs represent writing and information about the broader population or suicide 
attackers world-wide. 

Findings for the SPOT Analysis: Section 4 

Ant.hough we did not conduct a targeted search for the items in Section 4 of the SPOT Referral 
Report, relevant indicators emerged through lhe more general searches conducted for this review. 
Specilicully, we extracted 212 line items from the literature that were associated with Section 4 
items. A total of 240 codes were assigned to these line items. 

Ex.hibit 2 contains information regarding the line items identified in the literawre that were 
mapped to SPOT Section 4 items. namely, the SPOT Section 4 coding categories and the nu mber 
and percentage of coded items associated with each category. 

Exhibit 2: Frequt ncy and Percentage of Codt d Line Items Associated with SPOT cellon 4 
Coding Categories 

1 We selected IJ)csc SPOT ncms because ihC) were uncurnmou In boU1 Lht.: 2012 Opcr~Lional SPOT Rcf~:rrals 
datnba~e and the liternture review. More specillcully. each equated to lfb~3r4; lor the entries in the opertHional 
database. and none of these were fow1d i111 the. literature more than twice. 

--------'-----iiAIR 
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Scnsithc Sccurtt~ lnith ilii:ti: I sssn -
Percent of 

Coded Indicators 
Line within Percent of 
Item Section 4 total 

CoEe S?OT Section 4 Coding ~ategorl~s __ _ ~ount . (-"=~40) . (n:149!) 
(b)(3J 49 u.s.c. § 114(r) 

The literature contained at least one Hne item associaled withl(bl!3l:49 u 5 c. § 114(r) 
No line items were found fo•l(b) l 

{b)(3)·49 US.C. § 114(r) 

' '-'-' 

l ilems. 
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s,, :ol . "'· • • p "' ... 
(b)(3):49 U.S.C. § 114(r) 

l(b)(3):49 U.S C. § 
p 14(r) I of all codes assigned to line items extracted from the litcrmurc were associated 

with Section 4 item~. Of the 240 coded line items associated with Section 2 items, approximately 
~or more related to the fo llowing four Section 4 items (making them the most frequently 
mapped Section 4 items): 

(b)(3).49 U.S C § 114(r) 

Findings for the SPOT Analysis: Possible Suicide Bomber Indicators 

BOOs apply indicators from the SPOT Referral Report to identify individuals for additional 
screening. There is also a class of i ndicalors that results in an automatic LEO notif ication; one 
type is the SB indicative behaviors).8 This section~vides information on the indicators 
identified in the literature that were mapped to thc~SB indicative behaviors. 

We extracted 596 line items from the literature that were associated with the SB indicative 
behaviors. A to1nl of 65.~ codes were ASsigned to these line items. 

Exbibit 3 contains information regardll1g the line items identified in tbe Uterature that were 
mappelllO the SB indicative behaviors. mtmely. coding categories ;md the number and 
percentage of coded items associated with each category. 

~ For the original li tcrmurc reviews, we obtai ned the lis t or SB indicative bch;1viors rrom the SPOT Stnm.lurd 
Operating Procedure (SOP), 23 February 1009,Hb)(3}:49 U.S C. § 114{r) lthat were mentitlrlcd in B DO training, 
04 -06 Fchnt:try 2009. As noted. thl~ document generally reference~ Version 4.0 of the SPOT Rel'eml Report 
(revised 23 February 1009) l>ccnuse AIR's reanalysis or operulional data (through 20 12) corresponds to this version. 
However, prior to submission ol' thi~ report, the SPOT Program began u~ing u newer version or the iuslrument 
(Version :tO: n.:viscd 09 April lO 13) in which the SB indicative behaviors arc li~ted nut in their own scctiun: Section 
5 (Possible Suicide Bomher lnrtii"!Un.·d M n<l nf th<> .1:1~ indirnti vt> hPho\linr< r<•m11in tt1l·' ."""' !!llh/\ll llh thP r .. w 

chanl!c~ shuuh.J he con~idered: l \b)(3)49 U.S.C. § 114(r) I 
(b)(3) 49 U.S C § 114(n 

----------~-------~AIR 
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Stii$hl4t Sec au it; lnftn iiiiil io:s tS~FJ 

ExJtibit 3: Frequency and Percentage ol' Coded Line Hems Associated with Coding 
Categories for Suicide Bomber Indicators 

Coded Percent of 
Line Coded Line 

Coding Categories for Suicide Bomber Item Items within Percent of 
Code Indicative Cluster Behaviors Count SB (n=653) total (n=1491) 

b)(3):49 U.S C. § 114(r) 

The literature contained indicators associated witb aU Poss ible Suicide Bomber lndicators. The 
least common SB indicative bebnvior was l (b)(3) 49 u s.c § 114(r) I (25). or the 1491 
coded references to an indicator, only 4 were mapped to th is category. 

~~~)~;};49 u 5 c § lor a.ll codes assigned to line iwms extracted from Lhe literature were 
associated with SB indicative behaviors. Of the 653 coded line items associated with the SB 
indicati ve behaviors, H~li3l4; . . I related to the following~tems, making them the most 
frequently mapped SB indicative behaviors in this section: 

rb )(3. ):49 U S.C. § 114(r) 

Uoo.dU 11 ,,!, .-h!< '"'"'"'"'""" '""" 

____ ______;,_ ____ f,iAJR 
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IIIIS IIIiCOKilM ,\YUFhiS!'l O~EI> I OI'I 'R'0NSWi ri iOVIA "N I 'II IU~'"""• , ' ' ' IIJ· 
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r bl(3)A9 U S.C. § 114(') 

Findings jQr Additimwl indicator.'$ (Not Mapped to SPOT Referral Report) 

Many of the indicators ident ified in the literature mapped directly to a SPOT item (i.e., in Section 
2 or Section 4 of the SPOT Referral Report or the list of SB indicative behaviors). However, we 
extracted 223 line items {of the 1 ,2. 18 total) from the literature that were not directly mapped to a 
SPOT item but. rather. were mapped to 15 non-SPOT coding categories. As a result of coding 
some of lhe line items to several non-SPOT coding categories. a total of 25 1 codes were 
as~ocia ted with the non-SPOT codin • cate ories. (bl(3):49 u.s.c. § 114tr) 
(b)(3) 49 U S.C. § 114(r) 

Ex.hibil 4 contains information regarding the line items .identified in the literature that were 
mapped only to non-SPOT coding categories. namely. the coding categories und the number and 
percentage of coded items associated with each category. 

Exhibit 4: Frequency and Percentage of Coded Line Items Associated Only with NonSPOT 

---------=--
2 ----~AIR 
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(b)(3) '49 u.s.c. ~ 1l4(r) 

Of the 251 t:odcd l in~s associated with non-SPOT categories, ~~~3t~ 1l4(r lwere t.:oded into 
eu.ch of the followin~ categories (making them the most frequenuy mappco categoric. in this 
SC•Ction): 

(b)(3):49 U S.C § 114tr) 

Relevant lrtformation Outside of the Scope of the Current Re11iew 

ln the coui"Se of data coiJection. some indicators were identified that were not included because 
the discovery of such indiciltors often occurs outside the Lime frame or selling of the attack (i.e., 
during post-incident forensic investigations or searches of suspected militants' person or living 
quarters). In transportarion settings. particularly airport settings, some of these coultl be 
di~cuvcretl outside the immediate screening nrea (i.e., other parts of the airport). while others 
include unusual items that would be found upon further passenger screening (SPOT Refem1l 
Report, Section 3). Below we list indicators additionally found during this review because they 
offer furthe1' validation of Lhe SPOT S1nndard Operating ProcedUI'es (SOP). 

(b)(3).49 u.s c § 114(r) 

-Sl•nsith·s lit"'f!Fi'?' I 1\n ih.iiiiln (ssl) -
----------~2--------~AIR 
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(b)(3):49 US C § 114(r) 

Results: Examining Indicators Independent of SPOT 

The previous reports were the first tasks in AIR's comprehensive multi-study effort to validate 
and optimize observable indicators of impending suicide attack. The li.rst version of the literature 
review involved used the raw data to develop category labels, independent of SPOT. This 
fu.nctioned a!> a baseline data set in which content analytic procedures were employed in a purely 
da~ta-drivcn manner. Tbe resul ting 1dentification of 92 indicators revealed a number of behaviors 
also found on the SPOT Referral Reporl. In addition. SMEs and eyewitnesses to suicide attacks 
also mentioned many of these behaviors during AIR's subsequent interview studies, designed 
and conducted in the United States and Israel. In this section, we explain how findings from 
these efforts inform our approach ro reanalysis or the literature review data as well as how the 
recategorization may be useful to SPOT Program standardization and inform BOO performance 
goals. 

A'lj we discovered during the 2009 literature 'earch, indicators found in operational training 
materials arc often presented as lists. of varying lcrtgths, and with varying degrees of overlap. 
across multiple sources. Such lists of indicators were. at some point, obtained from post-blast 
eyewitness interviews. Unfortunately, the origtns of the indicators and attacks from which they 
were identified, are often not cited and are difficult to rrnce. The re!'ult is thnt it cannot be 
detem1ined whether indicators found in a given li st actually co-occurred in the same incident, 
making the lists themselves unreliable sources of indicator co-occurrenrM ·•ntl rh ... -.,rnr .. 

I. bl r· I " h b h . I~' 1'" 1 . r . l(b)(3):49USC §114 1 unre ra e source!. rom w 1rc 1.0 extract e avrora ,Jro r e rn .ormalron.ltr\ 
(b)(3):49 u.s.c. § 114(r) 

It was only in follow-on data collections, after the submission of the previous repo11s, that such 
contrudictions could begin to be resolved. Following the initial literature reviews, the AIR team 
designed and conducted more than 50 interviews wi th SMEs and eyewitnesses to suk:rde attuck 
in the United State:- and Israel. Results of those studies provided additional in. ights into the 
cooccurrence of behaviors, revealing the possibility of two primary behavioral profiles: 

alinn (.EhJ 
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(bJI3)'49 U.S.C. § 114(r\ 

(b)(3).49 u s.c § 1 14(r) 

Whnt disti nguishes the criminal from the suicide bomber? It is cerwinlv rhP nm:<~P~<~ inn nf · 

bomb and I he knowledge of certain death given a successful operation . l~~l(3):49 u.s.c § 
114 I 

(b)(3) '49 U S.C § 114(r) 

Based on this reasoning, we developed a conceptual framework of suicide attacker indicators 
(Exhibit 5) to guide our reanalysis of the raw data. This framework al lowed the so1ting of the 
line items, as well as, the final indkators, l tblf3 l '49 r 1 § c s 114/c\ I 

l(b)(3):49 u.s.c § 114(r) 
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(b)(3).49 u.s.c. § 114(tJ 

This reanalysis of the data resulted in .a reduction of indicator. from 92 to 80. (See Appendix H 
for a list of the old and new category labels !reduced from 92 to 801. its respective line items. and 
their t:orre~ponding framework component and subcomponent.) Each indicator was given a short 
label and where this reflects a revision of its previous label, that previous label is included in the 
column to the right. Similarl y, where two previous categories were combined. both of their 
previous labels appear in the column to the right of the new label. These prior label wordings 
offer good detail that can be used in a coding manual or other training materials (see Appendix I 
for the list of 80 new category labels and additionaJ details for training). Similarly, regardJess of 
whether or not an indicator was renamed with a shorter label. any time the line items in a 
grouping provided any additional information or data, that information was extracted and 
provided in tbe next column to the right. For example,!(b)(3):49 u s.c . § 114(r) J 

(b)(3):-!9 U S.C. § 114(r) 

l(b)(3):49 U S.C. § 114(r) 
Using our conceptual framework shown in Ex hibit 6, 

(b)(3):49 U S.C. § 114(r) 

---------=--
2 ----iiAIR 
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(b)(3):49 U S.C. § 114(r) 
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Sudll t ijJ n111il1; 'nfunw'ion 1SSl! 

(b)(3).49 U.S C § 114(r) 

DISCUSSION 

Thi , section further t!X plores some or the key literature review lindi ngs as well as challenges 
associated with the currently avnilable, open-source literature tln pre-incident indicator~ of 
suicide attack. Specifically. this section discusses selected findings related to examining the 
indicators with reference to SPOT. intlicators independent of SPOT, and potential limitations of 
the t:urrcnt literature on pre-incitlcnl indicators. 

Selected Findings Related to the SPOT Items 

Most of the SPOT items were associated with at least one pre-incident suicide attack indicator 
identified in the literature. In fact, (b)(3 f the coded line items extracted from the literature were 
associated with Sectjon 2 items, (b) were associated wit.b Section 4 items and ~were 
associated with suicide bombing indicati ve behaviors. Furlhcr.l!~~3).4~ 

114 
) SPOT Section 2 

items were supported by line items that mapped to them. This overlap between the SPOT items 
and the data identified i1i the literature (i.e., line items) lends su·ong support to the c01Henr 
validity of the SPOT Program and highlights the value of many of the SPOT items as potential 
identifiers of suicide attackers. Moreover, these findings provide support for grounding the 
SPOT items in research and be~t practices at the time of their development circa 2004 (C. 
Maccado. personal communication, 08 May 20 13). 

To more fully explore the literature review findings, we compared these results with the 201 2 
Operational SPOT Refe1Tal database. The most fre uentl cited indicator identified in the 
Operational SPOT Referral database (i.e., (b)(3) 49 US C. § 114(r) ) was 
relatively common in the lireralllrc a~ well . However. none or the most common indicators 
identified in the literature (e.g., j (b)(3):49 u.s.c § 114(r) b was among the most frequently cited 
items in the database. One explanation for this lack of convcr~ence is the very spcci fie setting of 

St•n o,ili~" S~rurit~ Jufunnatinn 1SS1l 
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a US-btL~ed TSA checkpoint. Lndicators described in the li terature reflect behaviors and 
descripLions associated with suicide aLtackers iu u vuriety of locations, situations and settings 
worldwide. Several of the most uncommon indicators from the SPOT incident d tabasc were 
also uncommon in the literature. The (b) that stand out in this re md are (b)(SJA9 u.s.c. § 

(b)(3):49 u.s.c. § 114(r) poss1ble reason that .._ ______ __, 
documented in either venue is that rhoy arc not easil y observed. 

Although many of the SPOT Referral Report items were evident in the suicide attacker literature, 
~of the items were not identified in this literature review. There are many possible 
explanations for this lack of coverage. It is po~sib le that these indicator~ were not identified 
because they do not reflect current thinking with regard to pre-incident indicators or that these 
items are indicators that ru·c important but very rarely observed. Another possible explanation is 
th<ll becuu these indicators are speci.lic to airport or transportation screening situations <md very 
few incidents have occurred in this arena. there have not been opportunities to observe and 
document these indicators! Sjmjlarly hecayse the word jng of some of the SPOT items is so 
specific to airport settings ,(b)(3l 49 us c. § 11410 I it is possible that a.~ interested 
parties (e.g., law enforcement, ~ir. l responders) adapted li sts of indical.ors for use in manuals and 
trainings, the~e items were not frequently included in Lhesc products. Still another explanation b 
th~n the information associated with these indicators is highl y sensitive and. therefore. is not 
avai lable through an unclassified literature search. Although is not possible to draw a definiti ve 
conclusion about these ncgalivc findings, continued research in this topic urea is warranted. For 
example, it is possible that indicators th:ll did not map to any of the SPOT items could indeed be 
important. Conversely, indicators that did map to SPOT items may not be relevant with respect 
to identifying high-risk passengers or, more specifically, suicide attackers, after all. During 
AIR's continued indicator optimization work, we wil l present these findings to experts and 
ex<~mine such possibilities. 

Approximately~of' the codes associated with line items extracted from the literaturl! were 
related to non-SPOT categories (i.e .. they did not map to a particular item on the SPOT Referral 
Report). A closer examination of these data reveals some potentially important overlap between 
the line items coded into non-SPOT categories and the SPOT Refenal Report item~. The data in 
question fall into three categories: ( I) line items that were not wrillen in behavioral terms, but as 
more absw.tct concepts that nevertheless relate to constructs underlying one or more SPOT items: 
(2) ljne items that were wriLten more generally and that have a SPOT counterpart that is more 
nan owly defiiied for airport settings. thus making a confident mapping difliculr; and (3) line 
items that collectively could fall under a single SPOT item but would require a less stri ct 
decision rule than we used. 

In the first of the~e cases, many sources commented that suicide attackers exhibit signs of 
nervousness or fear, or in some unspccitied way. behave suspiciously. Such line items were 
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~od¥d Jnt.Q 1wo categories con·esponding to (b)(3) 49 u.s.c. § 114(r) 

~~~3{4~ .;,; ~lad authors described these Lin'-e-.J-te_n_l_s ... m.....,..-e,...l-aV...,J .... o-ra....,l_t_e_n_n-~-. J"'t""J.-s -c-x-pc.-·c-L-c"T""'Lb,....a...Jt many 
of them would have readily mapped LO specific items within the Stress, Pear. or Deception 
Factors ofthe SPOT Referral Report (Section 2), items rhar collectively describe the common 
behavioral manifestations of these constructs. 

Other non-SPOT coding categories were created because the line item~ as wrincn. while 
observable. were not specific enough lo warrant a SPOT coding category rating. If the authors of 
the source documents had prov ided more complete. observable descriptions in these li · ms. it 
is likel the would have readil ma ed to one or more SPOT Referral Re ort items. (b) 

(b)(3):49 U.S.C. § 114(r) 

The lhird set of line items Lhat did nol map to SPOT caiJed for specific categories to be created. 
(b)(3)49 U S.C. § l14(r) 

As noted, t.he overlap between the raw data from the literature review and the items on the SPOT 
Refen-al Report lends strong support to the content validity of the SPO'r Program and 
demonstrates Lbe value of many SPOT items as potential itlenlifiers of suicide attackers. These 
findings uJso provide support for the best practices and research-base from which the suspicious 
indicators were initially developed. With its ongoing indicator optimization work, ATR will 
continue to examine al l relevant data and elicit input from cxpe1ts to infom1 recommendations on 
refinement of the indicator set. 

Selected Findings Independent of SPOT 
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l\b)\~):49 u S .C. § 1. Here, we discuss how expertise gained during work conducted after the 20 I 0 
literature review informed our approach lu the reanalysis of these raw data. 

The additional experience gained by ATR stafffrom the indicators study. particularly the 
interv iews of SMEs and eyewitnesses, enabled us not only to make decisions about splittin • or 

(b 3):49 u 

Subject muller experts in terroris m and suicide allack l !b)(3):4S u.s.c § 1 14(r) I 
(b)(3) 49 usc § 114(r) 

Additional information oruvided bv SMEs allowed us to better unde rstand the ran!:!e of reactions 
allackcrs havc. l<b)(3)·49 u.s c . § 114(r) I 
(b)(3):49 U.S.C. § 114(r) 
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Limitations 

The rollowing limitations were discussed in the previous literature review. However. they 
warrant inclusion, and in some cases, ·expansion. as part of the current review. 

Reliance on Lists 

Many of the pre-incident indicators identified in our searches were found in articles from applied 
sellings rather than from publications in peer-reviewed journals. Fttrther, many of the applied 
publications contained similar lists of pre-incident indicators. On the one hand. it is encouraging 
to note lhe upparcnt conv~rgcnce a<: ross I ists of the spcci fie indicators identified. On the other 
hand, although convergence of expert opinion is an accepted method for determining the validity 
of a measure, the similarity across these sources should be viewed with caution because it is 
difficult to determine the extent to which these lists were independently derived. Without this 
information, it is not possible to gather corroborating information about the credibility of the 
listed indic•uors as markers of suic1de attackers. 

In the cunent literature review, very few of the articles mentioned the source underlying Lhe 
indicator lists. However, tho~e that did mention a l\ource typically referenced one of the 
fo llowing two influeutiul works in this are<~: 

• Training Keys, #581: Suicide (Homicide Bombers) (training materials published by the 
IJuernational As ociation o r Chiefs of Police for use by law enforcemem agencies) 

• Or~ly Togelher Will We Stop tlte Terror (a brm:hure created for the Israeli public to assist 
them in identifying potential teJTOrists) 

Both of these source m:uerials provide guidaJlce about the potential behaviors ttnd physical 
characteristics of suicide attackers. It is possible that many of the references that do not provide 
an underlying source for the listed indicators deri ved their information from the same master 
sources (perhaps those listed t~bove, although it is not possible ro determine). It is also possible 
thm one or more lists were developed by SMEs. whose documentation of these i ndicator~ was. at 
some previous time, classified information but has since been de-classified. This raises tht: 
question of what additiomtl infom1ation. or validating irtformalion, may be founu in classifled 
sources. 

Rcgard leS$ of thi s potential limitation, the fact that the ame list or subset of indicators emerged 
across multiple sources i ~ an important inuication of the value placed on this information and its 
potential for innuencc. The indicators were ~.: iteu in a range of publications designed to guide or 
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infiuencc others (e.g .. law enforcement per~onncl , the public, other audiences) in the 
identification of suicide attackers. 

Lack of ~nformatlon on Methods for Obtaining Indicators 

ln addition to this need to determine the original sources or information. it is important to verify 
the methou used to obtain the indicators on each Jist. It would be surprising if such data were not 
collected in u scientifically rigorous manner given the rclutivc scarcity of' publications on the 
topic that rely on any data at all. including data collected from experimental laboratory or appl ied 
settings. lf in fact they cwne from interviews of witnesses to suicide attacks or from .security 
camera video rapes of atlackcrs, like any data, they should be collected in a standardized, 
systematic way to minimize bias that could threaten the vulidity of the resulting li ·t. 

Subject matter experts in suicide terl'orism who do not also have training in scientifical'ly 
rigorous data collection methods may unwittingly miss indicators of interest or misidentify 
noncritical indicators as indicators of in teres!. TI1is can lead to d assification errors in operational 
sel\ings when every second counts and where error:, c<m have costly consequences. For example, 
several indicators on the lists also are exhibited by individuals with mental illness (e.g., 
(bl(3)'49 u s.c. § 114(r) Assessing the conSLruct 
an -tscnnunuot va tty o ::t 1st o pre-attac ' u1 1cators wou con c security pcrsoru1eJ to 
more ;Jccurately distinguish between subsets of indicators that discriminate a non-violent 
individual who is mental ly unstable from a suicide attacker about to strike. One only needs to 
reflect on the mistaken shooting or the Brazilian national in London by police in July 2005 to see 
wl1at a contribution the va lidut ion of these lists of indicators would be to military, luw 
enforcement. and security decision-makers in their ongoing efforts to cotTectly classify suicide 
auackers and react appropriately. Although the SPOT Program drew on SME knowledge. best 
practices, and scientiric resem·ch in the development of the indicator list, additional work to 
further refi ne the list is warranted. lt is this task that ATR wi ll undertake in our attempt to bring 
scientific rigor to the suspicious indicator · through the indicator optimization task. 

CONCLUSION 

While the updated litcruturc review AJR conducted in 2013 did uot yield any new or unique 
suicide bomber indicators, it is possible that the reanalysis of the literature review duta could 
potentially add support to tbe advances being made in TSA ' s training model as well as cun·ent 
goals of TSA and Behavior Detection and Analysi s (BOA) Program to optimize suspicious 
indicators and develop related documentation. As of 2009, the SPOT Referral Report was used 
as a stand-alone document on the job, with each indicator named in uch a way that the label 
itself contained the most perti nent information thought to be critical for coring accuracy. 
H~lwevcr. combining the clements of u ~coring sheet and a scori ng manual can present 
challenges. The goal of mak..i ng the labels short enough to be user friendly on a scoring sheet, 
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con'llicts with the goal of providing a full set of coding instructicms to enhance and reinforce user 
mastery and iutcr-rater reliability. 

In 20 I 0, A 1R collaborated with TSA to document operational definitions Md exemplat s for 
indicators on the SPOT Referral Report. This draft scoring manual was further developed by 
TSA to become SPOT's Behavioral Indicator Reference Guide, used in BOO training and as a 
reference t(lol for pro&•Tam personnel. Central to this documentation was the inclusion of 
indicator names, or ''labels,'' along with associated definit ions, explanations. and examples of 
behaviors that meet the scoring criteria for the indicator and examples of behaviors that do not. 
Such advance!i in TSA ' s training materials and approach were considered in the p•·esent 
recategodzatiun of fhe data. Further rcanulysi~ of the previous suicide bombing litcruLure data 
includes not only groupings o f indicator statements with concise labels, but also additional 
supporting information to be drawn from the individual indicator statements malcing up each 
group. Ln this way, findings from this reanalysis tan be used to further refine SPOT Pro!,rram 
training to provide a logical, user-friendly framework for the indicators that will enhance 
standardization of usage across BOOs. 

While specific to suicide attacks, these findings are an initial step in AIR's efforts lo optimize the 
suspicious indicator list. The overlap between the raw data from the literature review and the 
items on the SPOT Referral Report support the scientific foundation of the SPOT Referral 
Report items. These findings also retlect the inclusion of best practices and scientific research 
from which the suspicious indicators were initially developed. Moreover, these search were 
conducted in 2009 and again in 20 13, several years after the development of the indicator list 
circa 2004. Despite the passage of time, it appears that the SPOT Program remains on target with 
the indicators it uses, because neither of these searches uncovered many more behaviors than 
those included on the SPOT Refer.-al Report. 

Last, these findings lend strong support to the content validity of the SPOT Program and 
demonstrate the value of many SPOT items as potential identifiers of suicide attackers. As AIR's 
work in support. of BDA continues, we will further examine these and other relevant data as well 
as elicit input from expetts. Findings will ultimately inform recommendations on the refinement 
or the indicator set and training content, and will also further SPOT Program standardization and 
strengthen BOO performance goals. 

Scn.;itivc Security lilliii m.:tl::a trfP 
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